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Technologies are transcending boundaries and their volatility is

putting stringent demands on the time and mind - space of techno -

professionals. At Delian, we update ourselves with technologies

even before they become norms and master them long ...
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About Us

Technologies are transcending boundaries and their volatility is putting stringent demands on the time

and mind - space of techno - professionals. At Delian, we update ourselves with technologies even

before they become norms and master them long before they become redundant. That's why we are

on the roster of clients from across the continents. Come to think of it, we have engineered ourselves

to be at the very forefront in Web based technology. And our core competencies span a spectrum of

web - intensive services that range from website designing to robust backend management.

We never take no for an answer. It is this arrogantly steep desire for finding solutions that empowers

us to provide an answer to all the web related worries of our clients. Our design and development cell

churns out the wackiest of ideas that are harnessed to tomorrow's needs. No wonder, whether it is an

enterprise - related portal or an individual website, we have the mettle to offer you the most robust

online presence.

Our designing team creates the most emphatic frontage for the web while our development team

supports the UI by high - performance and secure backend infrastructure. Cool java tricks, snazzy

flash programs, trendy GUI's or commerce - related modules. you name it and we have the inclination

and the capacity to provide you with the very best. 

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/delian-softwaresolutions/aboutus.html
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OTHER SERVICES

Websites Web Applications
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Delian Software Solutions
Contact Person: Manager 

Block No. 5, 2nd Floor, Kirtikar Blocks, B Building Noorie Baba Road, Near Makhamali Talao
Thane - 400601, Maharashtra, India
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